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The output of this document includes: Short Description 
 Rational The project “More Integration” is developed by the Pastoral University of Braga and the association Doing More with the support of the High 

Commissioner for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue, I. P. 
The project’s target group are the university students from African countries of Portuguese Official Language (PALOP) and Timor who are studying in 
various academies/faculties of Braga. 
The project “More Integration” aims: 
“i) to contribute to a worthy and stable integration of university students from PALOP and Timor in what concerns academic, social, cultural and 
personal dimensions; 
ii) to create immediate response mechanisms to avoid social and personal risk behaviors;
iii) to establish partnerships with other entities in order to create a support network for students from PALOP and East Timor in social emergency;
iv) to promote and enhance cultural and personnel exchanges of students from PALOP, Timor and Portugal, creating human enrichment
experiences; 
v) to form the university community of the PALOP and East Timorese to values of healthy socialization and integral human growth.” (website:
http://www.diocese-braga.pt/pastoraluniversitaria/noticia/7056/#sthash.WdA8ZIpV.dpbs) 

 Theoretical background 
 Characterisation of the context 
 Reference to existing 
“needs”/”problems” 
 Reference to possible 
“benefits”/”resources” 
 Definition of goals 
 Identification of target groups 
 Description of main intervention 
strategies 
 Partnership with other organisations 
 Process evaluation 
 Outcome evaluation 

Target group(s): Why is this an interesting case? Is there any formal recognition of this case as a good practice? Why do you think this 
sample should be taken into consideration? University students from African countries of 

Portuguese Official Language (PALOP) and 
Timor who are studying in academies/faculties of 
Braga 

Some of these young people, alongside the desire to study in another country and achieve their professional and personal goals, bring with them 
economic and relational difficulties as a result of both social and cultural differences that separate the two countries (the origin country and Portugal). 
In this sense, the economic situation and the personal experience of lack of affection are the main dimensions that the project "More Integration" 
seeks to mitigate. 
The website of the project includes characterization reports between 2000 and 2011. However, there is no similar information in the recent years as 
well as there is no record of scheduled activities or assessment modes. 

Topic or discipline: 
Students from PALOP and Timor 
Integration 
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